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I hear the train a comin' from page 92

gence. It also becomes expected. When RSS is sufficiently omnipresent and straight-forward that the Asheboro North Carolina Zoo begins syndicating its content, it is obvious that every scholarly publisher should be on the bandwagon. And many are. So, too, will we see publishers and other content providers adopt other Web 2.0 services as these services cross the chasm. Community rating systems and blogs, mentioned above, seem like obvious candidates. So, too, do folksonomies, in which readers and site visitors help categorize the content which they are reading. Chatting/message board technology is well established, providing a natural gateway to real-time discussions and debates among authors, editors, referees, and readers. When Web users are fully at ease with the protocol for sharing their photos on sites like Flickr, how big a leap will it be for the scholarly sub-community to share their data and supplementary materials? When the Myspace model of community interaction is part of our cultural fabric, how great a jump are we from an academic Myspace at which professors and students network amongst themselves? The Web 2.0 services that become ingrained in our everyday lives will be adapted and adopted by our scholarly communication solar system just as the printing press, and, indeed, the Web 1.0, were.

Rumors from page 76

To see some digital collections managed with CONTENTdm software, visit: http://www.contentdm.com/customers/

Well, we're out of space for this issue. Hope to see you all at the Charleston Conference in November! Register online at www.katina.info/conference. See you then!
Back Talk — Memories of Food and Thoughts about Library Service Quality

Column Editor: Anthony (Tony) W. Ferguson (Library Director, University of Hong Kong; Phone: 852 2859 2200; Fax: 852 2858 9420) <fersgton@hkcc.city.hk>

I like to eat, and thoughts of memorable meals stay with me. That's nice, you say, but what has this to do with libraries or information? That is the problem with this column. I seem to want to tell a few stories but making them relate to our profession, our common interest in the information business is my challenge. So, just in case it isn't clear by the end of my allotted 1,000 words what this short piece is about — it is about the importance of excellent customer service, the importance of collection excellence.

First for food. I am not a food snob. In fact, while I can appreciate the beauty of the food in some Noveau cuisine restaurants where you can remember how the food looked when presented on a large plate or white or Italian glass, how the sauces where draped across the plate like paint on canvas, such food is not my cup of tea.

If I am not an epicurean, what kind of food do you think I am? Anywhere, where are these food memories? Let's begin with Shanghainese xiaolongbao or little steamer buns. When I was a young missionary in Taiwan I didn't have much money and so my choice of foods with which to sate my love of eating was somewhat limited. For a while I lived in a fairly small city called Chaiyi. Of course even in Taiwan a small city can have half million or so fellow citizens. Xiaolongbao are made by wrapping small amounts of fatty chopped meat, meat gelatin, and who knows what else depending upon the cook in a simple tightly twisted, sealed round piece of very thin pasta-like substance of flour and water (you can read more in Answers.com). The buns are cooked in small bamboo round baskets with lids that are piled high on top of another over an especially made caldron with boiling water that allows the steam to move upward through the chimney-like tower of bamboo steamers.

The secret of this kind of food is that the steam penetrates the pasta pouch making a soup of the fatty meat and gelatin that cannot escape until you bite it. My fellow missionary and I would go to a small eatery located by a canal whose walls only went up waist or chest high leaving lots of space for a breeze to penetrate, to move some of the steam with the aroma of the food being cooked out of the restaurant. This was an architectural win-win design that provided relief from the heat and advertising in the same step. On most days we could only afford two steamers of six small buns. I think each steamer cost about 50 American cents each, a princely sum then. You would dip the bun in a little dish of soy sauce mixed with thread-like shredded ginger with your chop sticks of one hand — and with your Chinese spoon held in ready just below the bun to catch the soup that would escape once you bit into the bun with the fingers of your other hand (biting the bun not your fingers). This was a heavenly experience not to be forgotten. The simultaneous tastes of meat soup, meat, tangy soy sauce, and ginger was enormously satisfying. There was little conversation as you had to make sure that you got your fair share of this everyday delicacy.

So, what has this to do with libraries and information? Last week I was in Taiwan talking about my library's hitting the million eBook level and the hosts from EBSCO took me for a stroll down memory lane to a classic xiaolongbao restaurant that is capital city. While the buns we ate were not as good as those of my memories 40 years previous, some beautifully made with crab meat and golden crab Roe, they were none the less terrific and hundreds of Taipei's local and tourist residents seemed to agree. The sidewalk in front of the three or four story restaurant was teeming with expectant diners who would queue up to get a photocopied list of choices and an order form. Once filled out you are given a number which is later announced over a speaker for all to hear so you know it is time to be taken to your table to feast upon your choices. But as we sat on small four legged stools on the sidewalk sheltered from heat and rain by the part of the building waiting for our number to be called, Paul Poon who directs an academic library in Macau—a small former Portuguese colony located just opposite Hong Kong on our stretch of the South China coast — and I reflected on why this restaurant was so popular and what could we as librarians learn from their example?

We could of course offer good food at a good price but our universities would soon get rid of the books and computers in order to create more space for the restaurant. In a recent focus group meeting to gather ideas for the construction of a learning commons on our campus, a group of students all concurred it should be like a huge Starbucks: comfortable chairs arranged in a nautical atmosphere; tables for snacks, drinks, and laptops; wireless access and power; and a central location where you can hang out with friends to see and be seen, and good food/drinks with an educational discount. I think what Paul and I concluded, although serious talk soon changed to serious eating, was this restaurant gave the people what they wanted quickly, efficiently, and with great enthusiasm. Now at last we have arrived at the topic of this Backtalk: Quality Service. Yet, like the American slogan "where's the beef," excellent service without content is noise.

Sometimes I get the feeling that our current passion for measuring service quality forgets that people also want content. Of course we all know that many/most (?) of our patrons come for the atmosphere, to study, to look at and be seen by other people, to find their friends, to be findable, etc. But our only justifiable excuse for continued existence is to provide the beef, the buns, and the content that is needed/craved. That is why the Web is valued so much. You type words like xiaolongbao in a small Google or Yahoo! box and you get information about continued on page 93
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